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The Soul Catcher Alex Kava 2012-09-17 In a secluded cabin six young men stage a deadly standoﬀ with FBI agents. In a wooded area near the FDR Memorial in Washington, the body of a senator's daughter is discovered. For
FBI Special Agent Maggie O'Dell, there is nothing routine about being called in to work these two cases. As an expert criminal proﬁler, Maggie provides psychological insight on cases that involve suspected serial killers. She can't
understand, then, why she has been assigned to two seemingly unrelated crimes. But as Maggie and her partner, Special Agent R. J. Tully, delve deeper into the cases, they discover there is a connection: Reverend Joseph
Everett, the charismatic leader of a high-proﬁle religious sect. The men holed up in the cabin were members of Everett's church, and the murder of the young woman took place following one of Everett's rallies. Is Everett a
psychotic madman who uses his power to perform heinous crimes? Or is he merely the scapegoat for a killer more cunning than he? Maggie realizes the only way to ﬁnd out is by using her own mother, a member of Everett's
church, as a pawn in a deadly trap.
Oﬀ the Grid P. J. Tracy 2013-07-02 When a series of grisly murders occurs shortly after a Monkeewrench Software partner thwarts an assassination attempt on a retired FBI agent, Minneapolis homicide detectives Leo Magozzi and
Gino Rolseth team up to link the crimes.
Two Evils P. J. Tracy 2013-01-17 *US EDITION TITLE: OFF THE GRID* Two Evils is the sixth book in P.J. Tracy's bestselling Twin Cities series. As the nights draw in so the killings begin... A missing girl is found dead in a parking lot,
her throat cut. Two young immigrants are gunned down in their apartment. And with each passing day the body count rises... For Minneapolis homicide detectives Gino and Magozzi it seems that this autumn the bodies are falling
faster than the leaves. With few leads to go on, yet evidence that these killings are linked to others taking place in other cities, the pair turn to Grace McBride, maverick computer analyst. What Grace uncovers forces Gino and
Magozzi to make a dreadful and fateful choice: down which twisted path does the lesser of two evils lie... P.J. Tracy's cult thriller characters Grace MacBride and Detectives Gino and Magozzi are back once again in the sixth book
in the Monkeewrench series. Follow their journeys in the rest of the series: Want to Play?, Live Bait, Dead Run, Snow Blind and Play to Kill. Praise for P.J. Tracy: 'Outrageously suspenseful' Harlan Coben 'A fast-paced gripping read
with thrills and devilish twists' Guardian 'A powerful thriller and an ingenious plot' Observer P.J. Tracy is the pseudonynm for the mother-and-daughter writing team of P.J. and Traci Lambrecht. They are the authors of the awardwinning and best-selling thrillers Live Bait, Dead Run, Snow Blind, Play to Kill, Two Evils and the Richard and Judy Book Club pick Want to Play?. All six books feature detectives Gino and Magozzi and maverick computer hacker
Grace MacBride. P.J. and Traci both live near Minneapolis, Minnesota. www.pjtracy.net
Billabong Gold Mary Grant Bruce 2021-08-31 "Billabong Gold" by Mary Grant Bruce. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary ﬁction
and non-ﬁction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and
devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
A Month of Italy Chris Brady 2013-06-15 A Month Of Italy...What can possibly be said about Italy that hasn't been already? Primarily, that you can enjoy it too! Refreshingly relate-able in a genre previously populated by wealthy
expats and Hollywood stars, this book chronicles an ordinary family taking an extraordinary trip, and most importantly, paves the way for you to take one of your own! With hilarious wit and fast-paced narrative, Brady thrills with
honest commentary on what a trip of a lifetime actually feels like, and most endearingly, he succeeds in convincing you that not only should you take a similar one, but that you will! Within a few pages you'll be visualizing
panoramic Tuscan vistas and breaking open the piggy bank, laughing as you turn the pages and dreaming of your own escape. This story is one of going slow in order to go fast; it's about rediscovering and bringing back into
favor a lost art, namely, the art of vacation, and it is, or rather should be, a story about you. This book is not so much about how to travel as how to live.
Return of the Magi P. J. Tracy 2017-11-15 Warm your heart this Christmas with this wonderful festive tale from bestselling author P.J. Tracy - perfect for fans of It's a Wonderful Life or Miracle on 34th Street. Emil Rice has a silver
tongue and sticky ﬁngers, the only problem is that his charm always gets him into trouble and he's never been very good at not getting arrested. Twenty-two times he's been caught and twenty-two times he's sworn never to
steal again, but it's on his twenty-third arrest when Emil realises he may have picked up more than he bargained for. Sentenced to community service at a secure mental health facility, Emil is unwillingly befriended by two elderly
female patients who believe he is the ﬁnal part of a big cosmic plan that will change their lives forever... This heartwarming Christmas tale of kindness, friendship and redemption will be perfect for the cold winter nights!
The Tourist Trail John Yunker 2010-08-10 "Throughout the book, the passions and sincerity of animal advocates are captured with immense respect…the story becomes unstoppable." — Animal Legal Defense Fund The Tourist
Trail is at once a romance, an adventure story, an environmental polemic, and a keen study of just how animalistic humans are. —Phoebe Literary Journal The Tourist Trail will challenge your perceptions of villains and innocent
victims, and make you question whose side you’re on as each character grapples with his or her own authenticity, with what’s worth ﬁghting for, and faces the realization that no matter how fast you run, you can never escape
from yourself. — IndieReader Throughout the book, the passions and sincerity of animal advocates are captured with immense respect…the story becomes unstoppable. — Animal Legal Defense Fund Biologist Angela Haynes is
accustomed to dark, lonely nights as one of the few humans at a penguin research station in Patagonia. She has grown used to the cries of penguins before dawn, to meager supplies and housing, to spending most of her days in
one of the most remote regions on earth. What she isn’t used to is strange men washing ashore, which happens one day on her watch. The man won’t tell her his name or where he came from, but Angela, who has a soft spot for
strays, tends to him, if for no other reason than to protect her birds and her work. When she later learns why he goes by an alias, why he is a refugee from the law, and why he is a man without a port, she begins to fall in
love—and embarks on a journey that takes her deep into Antarctic waters, and even deeper into the emotional territory she thought she’d left behind. Against the backdrop of the Southern Ocean, The Tourist Trail weaves
together the stories of Angela as well as FBI agent Robert Porter, dispatched on a mission that unearths a past he would rather keep buried; and Ethan Downes, a computer tech whose love for a passionate animal rights activist
draws him into a dangerous mission.
Play to Kill P. J. Tracy 2013 Play to kill . . . When Minneapolis homicide cops Gino and Magozzi ﬁsh a body out of the Mississippi, they think it's just another day, another corpse. . . until a ﬁlm of the victim's murder appears online
alongside other ﬁlms, also featuring brutal killings. Pretty soon they're asking themselves whether the murders are linked and, if so, whether this is the work of a lone killer . . . or several? Desperate to ﬁnd a connection between
the gruesome ﬁlms before more are uploaded, Gino and Magozzi turn to computer maverick Grace MacBride for help. But as the bodies and videos stack up, the team creep closer to a terrifying truth with consequences for them
all. Kill to play? Praise for PJ Tracy: 'Outrageously suspenseful.' Harlan Coben 'A fast-paced, gripping read with thrills and devlish twists.' Guardian 'A powerful thriller and an ingenious plot.' Observer www.pjtracy.net
Two Girls Down Louisa Luna 2018-01-09 A riveting thriller about the search for two missing girls in a small Pennsylvania town. “Opening this book is like arming a bomb—the suspense is relentless and the payoﬀ is spectacular.”
—Lee Child, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Midnight Line When two young sisters, Kylie and Bailey Brandt, disappear from a strip mall parking lot in a small Pennsylvania town, their devastated family hires an
enigmatic bounty hunter from California, Alice Vega, to do what the authorities cannot. Immediately shut out by a local police department already stretched thin by budget cuts and the growing OxyContin and meth epidemics,
Vega enlists the help of a disgraced former cop, Max Caplan, to cut through the local politics. With little to go on, Vega and Cap will go to extraordinary lengths to untangle a complex web of lies, false leads, and dangerous
relationships to locate both girls before time runs out and the girls are gone forever.
Bloody Sunday Ben Coes 2018-07-31 The latest in the New York Times and USA Today bestselling Dewey Andreas series. North Korea, increasingly isolated from most of the rest of the world, is led by an absolute dictator and a
madman with a major goal—he's determined to launch a nuclear attack on the United States. While they have built, and continue to successfully test nuclear bombs, North Korea has yet to develop a ballistic missile with the
range necessary to attack America. But their missiles are improving, reaching a point where the U.S. absolutely must respond. What the U.S. doesn't know is that North Korea has made a deal with Iran. In exchange for eﬀective
missiles from Iran, they will trade nuclear triggers and ﬁssionable material. An exchange, if it goes through, that will create two new nuclear powers, both with dangerous plans. Dewey Andreas, still reeling from recent revelations
about his own past, is ready to retire from the CIA. But he's the only available agent with the skills to carry out the CIA's plan to stop North Korea. The plan is to inject a singular designer poison into the head of the North Korean
military and in exchange for the nuclear plans, provide him with the one existing dose of the antidote. But it goes awry when Dewey manages to inject a small amount of the poison into himself. Now, to survive, Dewey must get
into North Korea and access the antidote and, while there, thwart the nuclear ambitions of both North Korea and Iran. And he has less than 24 hours to do so—in the latest thriller from Ben Coes.
The Sixth Idea P. J. Tracy 2017-06-27 The Monkeewrench crew returns in a twisty, heart-stopping new thriller. The peaceful Christmas season in Minneapolis is shattered when two friends, Chuck Spencer and Wally Luntz,
scheduled to meet in person for the ﬁrst time, are murdered on the same night, two hours and several miles apart, dramatically concluding winter vacation for homicide detectives Leo Magozzi and Gino Rolseth. An hour north of
Minneapolis, Lydia Ascher comes home to ﬁnd two dead men in her basement. When Leo and Gino discover her connection to their current cases, they suspect that she is a target, too. The same day, an elderly, terminally ill man
is kidnapped from his home, an Alzheimer’s patient goes missing from his care facility, and a baﬄing link among all the crimes emerges. This series of inexplicable events sends the detectives sixty years into the past to search
for answers—and straight to Grace MacBride’s Monkeewrench, a group of eccentric computer geniuses who devote their time and resources to helping the cops solve the unsolvable. What they ﬁnd is an unimaginable horror—a
dormant Armageddon that might be activated at any moment unless Grace and her partners Annie, Roadrunner, and Harley Davidson, along with Leo and Gino, can ﬁnd a way to stop it.
Desolation Canyon P. J. Tracy 2022-01-18 P.J. Tracy “seems to have found her literary sweet spot” (New York Times Book Review) with her dazzling new series, and in Desolation Canyon, fans get a deeper look into the complex
characters who call Los Angeles home. LAPD Detective Margaret Nolan is struggling to move forward after the death of her brother in Afghanistan and taking a life in the line of duty. Her stoic parents oﬀer little support – they
refuse to address anything diﬃcult, and she’s afraid their relationship is eroding beyond the point of recovery. The days oﬀ are the hardest, because they give Margaret time to think. A moment of weakness leads to cocktails with
a colleague—an attraction she knows could be dangerous —at the luxurious Hotel Bel-Air bar. A stroll through the grounds leads to a grim discovery beneath the surface of Swan Lake: the body of a successful attorney who made
his fortune in international trade. It initially appears to be death by misadventure, but the case is anything but straightforward. As a series of shocking revelations emerge, Nolan ﬁnds herself confronting a sinister cabal that just
might destroy her and everyone she loves.
Cold Kill P. J. Tracy 2016-08-11 *US edition title: THE SIXTH IDEA* Cold Kill is the seventh book in P.J. Tracy's bestselling Twin Cities series. Two dead bodies. On a cold winter's night in Minneapolis, two friends are brutally
murdered on opposite sides of the city. It's clear to homicide detectives Gino and Magozzi that the men were targets - but why? A decades-old conspiracy. As Gino and Magozzi begin to uncover evidence, the clues rapidly start to
disappear. Lost websites and missing CCTV footage lead them once more to Grace MacBride and her eccentric team of computer analysts - the only ones who can help. A deadly attack that could bring a city to its knees. But as
more bodies appear, the team begin to realize that this isn't fresh blood - this is a case that stretches back sixty years. And something that has been lying dormant is now awakening. As Gino and Magozzi race to ﬁnd answers,
they slowly uncover an unimaginable horror: one that they must stop if any of them are to get out alive . . . PRAISE FOR P. J. TRACY: 'Outrageously suspenseful' Harlan Coben 'A fast-paced gripping read with thrills and devilish
twists' Guardian 'A powerful thriller and an ingenious plot' Observer Review 'Scary funny, witty, and genuinely perplexing right to the end' Glasgow Herald 'Eclectic characters and zingy dialogue . . . exhilarating' People Filled with
the same crackling dialogue, pace and rich vivid characters as in previous novels, Cold Kill is the new gripping instalment in the internationally bestselling Monkeewrench series. Follow the characters' journeys in the rest of the
series: Want to Play?, Live Bait, Dead Run, Snow Blind, Play to Kill and Two Evils.
Captain Jim Mary Grant Bruce 2021-06-18 The book, Captain Jim, has been considered important throughout the human history, and so that this work is never forgotten we have made eﬀorts in its preservation by republishing this
book in a modern format for present and future generations. This whole book has been reformatted, retyped and designed. These books are not made of scanned copies of their original work and hence the text is clear and
readable.
Deep into the Dark P. J. Tracy 2021-01-12 “Tracy seems to have found her literary sweet spot.” —Marilyn Stasio, The New York Times Book Review New York Times bestseller P. J. Tracy returns with Deep into the Dark, a brand
new series set in LA and featuring up-and-coming LAPD Detective Margaret Nolan and murder suspect Sam Easton. Sam Easton—a true survivor—is home from Afghanistan, trying to rebuild a life in his hometown of LA. Separated
from his wife, bartending and therapy sessions are what occupy his days and nights. When friend and colleague Melody Traeger is beaten by her boyfriend, she turns to Sam for help. When the boyfriend turns up dead the next
day, a hard case like Sam is the perfect suspect. But LAPD Detective Margaret Nolan, whose brother recently died serving overseas, is sympathetic to Sam's troubles, and can't quite see him as a killer. She's more interested in
the secrets Melody might be keeping and the developments in another murder case on the other side of town. Set in an LA where real people live and work--not the superﬁcial LA of Beverly Hills or the gritty underbelly of the city-Deep into the Dark features two really engaging, dynamic main characters and explores the nature of obsession, revenge, and grief. P. J. Tracy is known for her "fast, fresh, and funny" characters (Harlan Coben) and her "sizzling"
plots (People); the Monkeewrench series was her ﬁrst, set in Minneapolis and co-written with her mother. Now with Deep into the Dark she's on her own—and it's a home run.
Blackman's Coﬃn Mark de Castrique 2011-09-30 "A wealth of historical detail, an exciting treasure hunt and credible characters distinguish this fresh, adventurous read." —Publishers Weekly STARRED review Sam Blackman is an
angry man. A Chief Warrant Oﬃcer in the Criminal Investigation Detachment of the U.S. military, he lost a leg in Iraq. His outspoken criticism of his medical treatment resulted in his transfer to the Veteran's Hospital in Asheville,
NC. Disillusioned with the military, grieving over the recent death of his parents, and at odds with his brother, Sam's life is in shambles. Then an ex-marine and fellow amputee named Tikima Robertson walks into his hospital
room. Tikima hints she has an opportunity for Sam to use his investigative skills—if he can stop feeling sorry for himself. But before she can return, Tikima is murdered, her body found ﬂoating in the French Broad River. Sam was
the last person to see her alive. Tikima's sister, Nakayla, brings Sam a journal she ﬁnds in Tikima's apartment. A note stuck to the inside cover reads "For Sam Blackman." The volume dates to 1919 and contains the entries of a
twelve-year-old boy who accompanies his father, a white funeral director, as they help a black man, Elijah Robertson, transport his deceased relative from Asheville to a small family plot in Georgia. The link to the present? Nearly
90 years ago, Elijah's body was also found in the French Broad River, a crime foreshadowing the death of his great-great-granddaughter Tikima. Sam and Nakayla must delve into Asheville's rich history, the legacy of the
Vanderbilts at the Biltmore estate, and of author Tom Wolfe to uncover the murderous truth.
Ice Cold Heart P. J. Tracy 2019-09-10 Minneapolis detectives Leo Magozzi and Gino Rolseth join Grace MacBride and Monkeewrench to uncover a dark and ugly conspiracy that reaches deep into the safety of homes in this latest
electrifying thriller from New York Times bestselling author P. J. Tracy. It's a bitter winter in Minnesota--too cold to kill. There hasn't been a murder for a month, but the lull quickly comes to an end for Detectives Leo Magozzi and
Gino Rolseth, when they're called to the gruesome homicide of Kelly Ramage. Found in a friend's vacant house, this was no random attack, and clues reveal that she was living a very dangerous secret life. Magozzi and Gino trace
her steps back to an art gallery where she was last seen alive. The gallery seems like a dead end, but the art is disturbing and exploitative. It may very well be inspiring a sadistic killer, because in this instance, art doesn't imitate
life, it imitates death. Tipped oﬀ about a year-old murder that is a mirror-image of Kelly's crime scene, Gino and Magozzi enlist the aid of Grace MacBride and her eccentric, tech genius partners in Monkeewrench Software to help
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them decipher the digital trail that might connect the cases. As coincidences emerge, Magozzi, Gino, and the team have to work around the clock at breakneck pace to unravel a series of clues that form the framework of a larger,
more sweeping, and insidious conspiracy than any of them could have imagined. Is Kelly the last person to die or just the most recent? And is there any way to stop it?
Stalking Susan Julie Kramer 2008-07-15 Inside the desperate world of TV news, a reporter discovers a serial killer is targeting women named Susan.Riley Spartz is recovering from a heartbreaking, headline-making catastrophe
of her own when a Minneapolis police source drops two homicide ﬁles in her lap.Both cold cases involve women named Susan strangled on the same day, one year apart. Riley sees a pattern between those murders and others
pulled from old death records. As the deadly anniversary approaches, she stages a bold on-air stunt to draw the killer out and uncover a motive that will leave readers breathless.
The Evil Men Do John McMahon 2020-03-03 One of the New York Times Book Review's Top Ten Best Crime Novels of 2020 "[McMahon] tells his story with ﬂair."--New York Times Book Review The author of The Good Detective
delivers a gripping and atmospheric new novel in which a cop takes on a harrowing case and confronts old personal demons. What if the one good thing you did in your life doomed you to die? A hard-nosed real estate baron is
dead, and detectives P.T. Marsh and Remy Morgan learn there's a long list of suspects. Mason Falls, Georgia, may be a small town, but Ennis Fultz had ﬁlled it with professional rivals, angry neighbors, and a wronged ex-wife. And
when Marsh realizes that this potential murder might be the least of his troubles, he begins to see what happens when ordinary people become capable of evil. As Marsh and Morgan dig into the case, it becomes clear that Fultz's
death was not an isolated case of revenge. It may be part of a dark web of crimes connected to an accident that up-ended Marsh's life a couple years earlier--and that now threatens the life of a young child. Marsh veers
dangerously oﬀ track as his search for clues becomes personal..and brings him to a place where a man's good deeds turn out to be more dangerous than his worst crimes.
Come and Get Me August Norman 2019-04-09 An intrepid journalist confronts a small town’s dark secrets in Come and Get Me, a breakneck thriller for fans of Tess Gerritsen and Julia Keller. At Indiana University, someone’s
been studying the female student body: their dating customs, nocturnal activities—and how long they can survive in captivity. When award-winning journalist Caitlin Bergman is invited back to campus to receive an honorary
degree, she ﬁnds an opportunity for a well-earned victory lap—and a chance to face the trauma that almost destroyed her as an undergrad. But her lap becomes an all-out race when a student begs her to probe an unsolved
campus disappearance: Angela Chapman went out one Friday night and never came back. To ﬁnd the missing woman, Caitlin must join forces with a local police detective and the department that botched her own case so long
ago. But while Caitlin follows the clues behind Angela’s disappearance, someone else is following her... Unearthing secrets hidden beneath an idyllic Midwestern college town, Caitlin must expose what really happened to
Angela—before she herself becomes the newest addition to a twisted collection.
Guilty Dead P. J. Tracy 2018-08-20 No Marketing Blurb
Fighting Chance Jane Haddam 2014-09-09 When his best friend, parish priest Tibor Kasparian, is wrongly arrested for murder, a distraught Gregor Demarkian breaks his personal rules about consulting in his determination to
uncover the truth. By the Edgar Award and Anthony Award-nominated author of Hearts of Sand.
Want to Play? P. J. Tracy 2004-05-06 Want to Play? is the ﬁrst book in P.J. Tracy's bestselling Twin Cities series. The slaying of an old couple in small town America looks like one-oﬀ act of brutal retribution. But at the same time, in
Minneapolis, teams of detectives scramble to stop a sickeningly inventive serial killer striking again in a city paralysed by fear. When the two separate investigations converge on an isolated catholic boarding school, decades old
secrets begin to fall away. It seems an old killer has resurfaced. Yet still the killer's real identity remains dangerously out of reach . . . Want to Play? introduces P.J. Tracy's cult thriller characters Grace MacBride and Detectives
Gino and Magozzi. Follow their journeys in the rest of the series: Live Bait, Dead Run, Snow Blind, Play to Killand Two Evils. Praise for P.J. Tracy: 'The thriller debut of the year' Harlan Coben 'Fast paced . . . a gripping read'
Guardian
Nothing Stays Buried P. J. Tracy 2017 The Monkeewrench crew returns to face the city of Minneapolis's worst nightmare--a rampant serial killer on the loose--in this electrifying thriller from the author of The Sixth Idea. When
Minneapolis homicide detectives Leo Magozzi and Gino Rolseth are called to a crime scene in a heavily wooded city park, everything about the setting is all too familiar. And when they discover a playing card on the victim's body,
their worst fears are conﬁrmed--there's a serial killer operating in the city for the ﬁrst time in years. Across town, Grace MacBride and her unconventional partners at Monkeewrench Software ﬁnd themselves at both personal and
career crossroads. Weary of the darker side of their computer work for law enforcement, they agree to take on a private missing-persons case in a small farming community in southwestern Minnesota. As the violence accelerates
in Minneapolis, Magozzi and Gino soon realize their killer is planning to complete the deck, and they enlist Monkeewrench to help stop the rampage. As a baﬄing tangle of evidence accumulates, the cops and Monkeewrench
make the unlikely connections among a farmer's missing daughter, a serial killer, and a decades-old stabbing that brings them face-to-face with pure evil.
Mystic Dreamers Rosanne Bittner 2015-05-12 For over a decade, Rosanne Bittner has enchanted her readers with tales of adventure and romance in the times before the White Man settled the West. Now, in the tradition of
Kathleen O'Neal Gear and W. Michael Gear, the bestselling author of Song of the Wolf and the Savage Destiny Indian series turns her hand to historical ﬁction with a wonderful new story of Native America sure to capture you and
carry you on an adventure of love and hate, good and evil, life and death. In 1833, Star Dancer, a Sichangu (Brulé Sioux), is promised in marriage to Stalking Wolf, an Oglala warrior whom she has never met. What begins as a
loveless union develops into a moving story of a man and a woman led by powers beyond their control. Dreams, visions, and mystic experiences ﬁll this provocative love story that launches a saga about the Lakota and their ﬁrst
meeting with the White Man. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Rush of Blood Mark Billingham 2017-02-07 Perfect strangers. A perfect vacation. The perfect murder. . . . “Hugely eﬀective and entertaining [with] many twists and shocks” (TheTimes, London). Three British couples meet around
the pool on their Florida holiday and become fast friends. But on Easter Sunday, the last day of their vacation, tragedy strikes: The fourteen-year-old daughter of an American vacationer goes missing, and her body is later found
ﬂoating in the mangroves. When the shocked couples return home to the United Kingdom, they remain in contact, and over the course of three increasingly fraught dinner parties they come to know one another better. But they
don’t always like what they ﬁnd. Buried beneath these apparently normal exteriors are some unusual kinks and unpleasant vices. Then, a second girl goes missing, in Kent—not far from where the couples live. Could it be that one
of these six has a secret far darker than anybody can imagine? Ambitiously plotted and laced with dark humor, Rush of Blood is a “sizzling thriller” by the international bestselling author of the Tom Thorne Novels (The Globe and
Mail, Toronto).
Snow Blind P. J. Tracy 2007-07-03 When the corpses of three police oﬃcers are discovered entombed in snowmen, Grace MacBride and her team of crime-busting computer jocks at the Monkeewrench ﬁrm are called in to assist.
What they discover is a terrifying link among the victims that reaches beyond the badge and crosses the line between hard justice and stone cold vengeance.
Out Here in the Darkness Abra Stevens 2019-05-19 OUT HERE IN THE DARKNESS is a never before told true crime story of unimaginable horror and a killer's 33-year search for redemption. In 1985, a group of Houston teenagers
torture and murder one of their companions; the next month, two more acts of violence occur. Now, over thirty years later, plunge into the shocking details, investigations, and transcripts as you journey through the crimes, the
pursuit, and the trials. With a rare in-depth glimpse inside the mind of a teen turned killer, you may ﬁnd explanations for questions we all ask in the face of such horrors: Why? What becomes of us now?
Dead Run P. J. Tracy 2006-04-04 Computer game company founders Grace MacBride and Annie Belinsky—along with Wisconsin deputy Sharon Mueller—are en route to Green Bay, following reports of a serial killer, when their car
breaks down deep in the northern woods. A short walk through the forest leads them to the eerily quiet town of Four Corners, where they ﬁnd severed phone lines and a complete absence of any life. But the quiet is deceptive.
Before they know it, they witness a horrifying double murder—and discover that this is only the beginning of a race to save their own lives…and countless others.
Oceana the Futa Mermaid Liliah Raye 2020-02-05 In this erotic lesbian and futa romance, Valerie, a stunning, superﬁcial and arrogant 20-year-old gets more than she had expected after making a deal with a gorgeous and
powerful mermaid.**********************Valerie lied there speechless, shivering out of fear and coldness. Oceana felt Valerie's hard nipples through the soft fabric of her white cotton top. She also felt the heat of the young
woman's body, the way she shook involuntarily and the pounding of her frightened heart. An unexpected feeling of pity suddenly ﬁlled the mermaid and she loosened her grip. Sensing an opportunity, Valerie wiggled free, and as
she was about to make a run for the higher part of the island, Oceana snatched her by the ankles. She fell with a thump on the sand. In two seconds, Oceana had her pinned in the same manner as before.
**********************This book contains graphic depictions of sex acts and other explicit adult content.Tags: erotic, lesbian, futa, futanari, hermaphrodite, mermaid, romance, sci-ﬁ, fantasy, virgin, big cock, sex, 69, tribbing, oral
sex, anal sex
Homebrewed Vinegar Kirsten K. Shockey 2021-05-11 Fermenting expert and best-selling author Kirsten K. Shockey presents a creative and comprehensive guide to making naturally fermented vinegars from a wide variety of
ingredients.
La Finca Corky Parker 2021-01-26 At age forty, Parker surrendered to her Swept Away meets Swiss Family Robinson fantasy of running an inn far from her home in the Paciﬁc Northwest. For the next twenty-plus years Parker ran
La Finca Caribe, an eco-lodge in Vieques, Puerto Rico. What started as a rough-and-tumble dream grew into a paradise enjoyed by guests from around the world. Sketchbook in hand, Parker chronicled her daily adventures living
with the land. La Finca is a lively graphic memoir about a woman creating a new life amid countless challenges, including hurricanes that led her to reconsider everything. It is a story about trusting oneself, self-discovery,
accepting disappointment and loss, and falling in love with a place.
The Guilty Dead P. J. Tracy 2018-09-11 New York Times bestselling author P. J. Tracy is back with the most thrilling installment in her award-winning mystery series. Dead men tell no tales...but their pasts can’t keep a secret.
Gregory Norwood is Minnesota’s most beloved philanthropist, and the story of his son’s overdose was splashed across the front page of all the papers. When a photojournalist sets out to get a candid shot of the highly successful
businessman on the one year anniversary of his son’s death, he’s shocked to ﬁnd Norwood dead with a smoking gun in his hand. The city is devastated, and Minneapolis detectives Leo Magozzi and Gino Rolseth are called in to
handle the delicate case. It should be open and shut, but something is not right. Norwood's death is no suicide. With no suspects and an increasing tangle of digital evidence that confounds the Minneapolis Police Department’s
most seasoned cops, Magozzi calls on Grace MacBride, Monkeewrench Software’s founder and chief computer genius and the soon to be mother of their child together. She and her motley crew of partners begin to unravel
connections between Norwood’s death and an even larger plot. Norwood wasn’t the ﬁrst, won’t be the last, and by the end, may be just one of many to die. The breakneck, high stakes race to ﬁnd his killer and save the lives of
hundreds make P. J. Tracy's The Guilty Dead her most outstanding novel yet.
Justiﬁcation of Johann Gutenberg Blake Morrison 2010-05-14 Around 1400, in the city of Mainz, a man was born whose heretical invention was to change history. Some sixty years later he died — robbed of his business, his
printing presses, and, so he thought, his immortality. In his dazzling ﬁrst novel, Morrison gives us Gutenberg’s “testament” — his justiﬁcation, dictated to one of the young scribes his invention will soon put out of work. Thus
Morrison conjures up the haunting ﬁgure of Gutenberg himself: a man who gambled everything — money, honour, friendship and a woman’s love — on the greatest invention of the last millennium.
Hidden Casey Hill 2013-03-28 The new forensic thriller from the international bestselling author of Taboo and Torn. A Fallen Angel. A Devil on the Loose. When a young girl is discovered dead on an isolated Irish country road, it
seems at ﬁrst glance to be a simple hit and run. Then the cops see the tattoo on her back - a pair of beautifully wrought angel wings that lend the victim a sense of ethereal innocence. Forensic investigator Reilly Steel is soon on
the scene and her highly tuned sixth sense tells her there is more to this case than a straightforward murder. But with almost zero evidence and no way to trace the girl's origin, Reilly and the police are at a loss. Then the angel
tattoo is traced to other children - both dead and alive - who are similarly marked, and Reilly starts to suspect they have all been abducted by the same person. But why? And will Reilly get to the bottom of the mystery and
uncover what links these children together before tragedy strikes again? 'Casey Hill is in the business of creating old-fashioned mystery stories' Irish Independent Praise for TORN: 'An excellent follow-up...that rattles along at a
break-neck pace.' Irish Independent
The Year of the Sawdust Man A. LaFaye 2008 In 1934, when her mother leaves her and her father, eleven-year-old Nissa tries to cope with the gossip of her small Louisiana town and the changes in her own life.
First, Kill the Lawyers David Housewright 2019-01-08 P.I. Holland Taylor returns in David Housewright’s Edgar Award-winning series with First, Kill the Lawyers, where Taylor is hired to recover stolen ﬁles before they are
leaked, ruining more than just the careers of ﬁve local lawyers. Five prominent attorneys in Minneapolis have had their computer systems hacked and very sensitive case ﬁles stolen. Those attorneys are then contacted by an
association of local whistleblowers known as NIMN and are quietly alerted that they have received those documents from an anonymous source. If those ﬁles are released, then not only will those lawyers be ruined, but it might
even destroy the integrity of the entire Minnesota legal system. This group of lawyers turns to Private Investigator Holland Taylor with a simple directive: stop the disclosure any way you can. But while the directive is simple, the
case is not. To ﬁnd the missing ﬁles and the person responsible, Holland must ﬁrst dive into the ﬁve cases covered in the ﬁles—divorce, bribery, class action, rape, and murder. While Taylor is untangling the associates and
connections between the cases and families aﬀected, things take another mysterious turn and the time before the ﬁles are released is running out. As the situation becomes more threatening, Holland Taylor is trapped in the
middle of what is legal and what is ethical—between right, wrong, and deadly.
Back on Murder (A Roland March Mystery Book #1) J. Mark Bertrand 2010-07-01 Det. Roland March is a homicide cop on his way out. But when he's the only one at a crime scene to ﬁnd evidence of a missing female victim, he's
given one last chance to prove himself. Before he can crack the case, he's transferred to a new one that has grabbed the spotlight--the disappearance of a famous Houston evangelist's teen daughter. With the help of a youth
pastor with a guilty conscience who navigates the world of church and faith, March is determined to ﬁnd the missing girls while proving he's still one of Houston's best detectives.
Before I Sleep Rachel Lee 2008-11-15 Carey Justice is doing her call-in radio show when she learns that the governor has signed a death warrant for John Otis, a man she helped convict as an assistant prosecutor ﬁve years earlier.
Convinced of his innocence, she attempts to save him before it's too late. Her ex-lover, the cop who arrested Otis, is the only man who can help her clear him.
Live Bait P. J. Tracy 2005-04-05 Minneapolis detectives Leo Magozzi and Gino Rolseth are bored - ever since they solved the Monkeewrench case, the Twin Cities have been in a murder-free dry spell, as people no longer seem
interested in killing one another. But with two brutal homicides taking place in one awful night, the crime drought ends - not with a trickle, but with an eventual torrent. Who would kill Morey Gilbert, a man without an enemy, a
man who might as well have been a saint? His tiny, cranky little wife, Lily, is no help, and may even be a suspect; his estranged son, Jack, an infamous ambulance-chasing lawyer, has his own enemies; and his son-in-law, former
cop Marty Pullman, is so depressed over his wife's death a year ago that he's ready to kill himself, but not Morey. The number of victims - all elderly - grows, and the city is fearful once again." The detectives' investigation
threatens to uncover a series of horrendous secrets, some buried within the heart of the police department itself, blurring the lines between heroes and villains. Grace MacBride's cold-case-solving software may ﬁnd the missing
link - but at a terrible price.
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